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About This Game

Become the ultimate Dungeon Master as you bribe, entice and coax your heroes through their adventures on a quest to restore
your guild to its ultimate glory!

Guild of Dungeoneering is a turn-based dungeon crawler with a twist: instead of controlling the hero you build the dungeon
around him. Using cards drawn from your Guild decks, you lay down rooms, monsters, traps and of course loot! Meanwhile

your hero is making his own decisions on where to go and what to fight. But will he be strong enough to take on the dungeon's
overlord? In between dungeon runs you manage your Guild, building new rooms to attract new classes of adventurer and to

expand your decks of cards with more powerful items and events.

Features
•Restore your guild to its former glory as Dungeon Master by taking control of your fledgling group of heroes and leading them

to victory! (after admitting to a few defeats of course)

•Entice, coax and bribe your heroes to clear the dungeons you build by strategically placing rooms, monsters and loot from the
cards you are dealt

•Get to know each of your hero’s personality and traits, upgrade your existing heroes, and add new heroes while you try out new
strategies to keep from sending them to their doom!

•Manage your guild well and spend your hard earned ‘glory’ wisely to level up and unlock more rooms and equipment.
Improving your guild means you’ll have a better chance at beating the harder dungeons as you progress and take down the

ultimate dungeon overlord.
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Title: Guild of Dungeoneering
Genre: Indie, RPG
Developer:
Gambrinous
Publisher:
Versus Evil
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 750 MB available space
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Was fun to begin but frustrating in the middle and i just couldn't be arsed to finish it.. Amazing sense of humor and concept for
a game. I loved it for the first few hours but eventually the game becomes entirely luck based and you end up grinding through
adventurers to try and draw well on the same encounter. Lovely concept, but it needs some major balancing updates if its going
to be playable for more than 5 hours.. I would love to enjoy this game but it really boils down to pure RNG. The "grind" of your
guys dying because you got a bunch of crap options constantly ruins the fun quickly.. It isn't for everyone.

If you don't like the gameplay, you won't like the game, even if you like the humor.
As for said gameplay: it's a turn-based card game with minimalistic visuals.

If you find yourself with this problem, consider checking out  West of Loathing.\t
It has semi-similar comedy and visuals. Gameplay is completely different, though.

7\/10
I think the level of enjoyment depends on the person playing. This is how I'd rate my enjoyment.
Buy at your own risk.
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